MT Success Stories

Nearly every company for whom I have worked in the past has claimed to be a "team" and/or a "family," but MedScribe is the first to actually truly embody that team and family philosophy. From day one, I have been made to feel welcome, needed, and most importantly, appreciated and respected as a professional. Promises are kept, pay is on time, and the delicate balance between being allowed to work in peace but with communication being readily available is maintained. I have been with MedScribe for 2 years now and have never regretted my decision to join their...yes...family.

~ Gail C.

HITCH YOUR STAR TO THE MEDSCRIBE GALAXY

Imagine a star-studded galaxy where every MedScribe employee, each with their own expertise, comes together to ensure your continued education in the vast world of medical knowledge. A place where the finest management team has been assembled to orchestrate such a profound tune. Can you hear it? I like to call it the "Symphony of Stars." I feel privileged to be part of this finely tuned company that has only one goal - EXCELLENCE. We feel it is imperative to provide our clients with outstanding brilliance. I joined MedScribe many years ago and have never looked back. I may not be the biggest star in the galaxy, but I am appreciated each and every day. Come join our team and you too shall shine. Go ahead - toss your star way up there and you'll finally be home.

~ Cindy E.

I have only been at MedScribe for a short time and I actually look forward to going to work. MedScribe not only makes you feel appreciated, but it is actually nice to have your supervisor call just to see if things are going okay. The work is never boring, but a consistent steady flow of work. The ChartNet system is an awesome platform to work on. MedScribe is a great place to work with a bunch of great, professional, friendly people.

~ Susan O.

MedScribe is an awesome company to work for. I have been employed as a full-time MT with MedScribe for about 8 years now. They always have plenty of work to go around and have flexible scheduling. The supervisors, editors and CSRs are all great people to work with and provide constructive feedback on your work to help you improve and grow as a healthcare documentation specialist. The company has some great benefits to boot. The technical support is absolutely outstanding. When working for this company, you are working as part of a great team.

~ Sheila H.

I have finally found my "dream job" at MedScribe! I've told my friends for years that my "dream job" would be doing work for a teaching hospital or a trauma center, and that I would be in absolute heaven if I had nothing but operative reports, with lots of residents, heavy on orthopedics, neurosurgery, and cardiology. Variety is the spice of life. I cannot remember exactly how it came about. I think I just mentioned that I liked operative notes and everything took off from there. Even though all the work has to get done, with the large variety of accounts at MedScribe, they try to accommodate your preferences too. Now I spend the majority of my day typing operative notes dictated by residents at a teaching hospital with all the latest cutting edge technology. My job is both challenging and interesting again and after almost 30 years of transcription that is very important to me. As far as I am concerned, some day I will be retiring at MedScribe. I will never find a better place to work!

~ Jeanette H.